CHABLIS
1ER CRU

FOURCHAUMES

2018 VINTAGE
Score : 14.5/20 – Bourgogne aujourd’hui – Dec. Jan 2021

2017 VINTAGE
Score: 16.5/20 – The Burgundy Briefing – Jun. 2018
Score : 14.5/20 – Bourgogne Aujourd’hui – Dec. 2019 Jan. 2020

2016 VINTAGE
Score: 89/100 – Burghound – Jun. 2018

2015 VINTAGE
“There is reasonably good Chablis character on the notably ripe but not really
exotic aromas of mostly white orchard fruit that is laced with notes of sea breeze
and algae. While the medium-bodied flavors are certainly rich they possess an
appealingly sleek mouth feel while coating the palate with sap on the lingering and
lightly stony finale. This too should drink well almost upon release. “
Score: 89/100 – Burghound – Jun. 2017

2014 VINTAGE

Score: 15.5/20 – Guide des Vins Bettane+Desseauve 2017
" A deft but not invisible application of wood sets off an expressive nose that
would also be difficult to mistake as anything other than Chablis with its pretty array
of algae, tidal pool and iodine-inflected aromas. As one would reasonably expect
there is better volume, richness and mid-palate concentration to the delicious,
mouth coating and well-balanced finale. If this can develop more depth with bottle
age my score may appear unduly conservative. 2019+"
Score: 90/100 - Allen Meadows - Burghound – Jun. 2016

2013 VINTAGE
Score: 92/100 - Preview - Wine Enthusiast August issue 2016
“Stony citrus. A light chalky texture, generally lightish overall but nothing
lacking if a little dilute on the finish. Drink 2015-2018»
Score : 16/20 - Julia Harding
“Mostly from L’Homme Mort with some Vaulorent and Vaupoulent. Here the
expressive nose is slightly riper, indeed to the point that there are exotic fruit notes
present on the aromas that offer enough Chablis character to be convincing. There is
fine richness and volume to the lightly mineral-inflected medium-bodied flavors that
terminate in a lingering, clean and dry finish. This is a wine of contrasts as the midpalate is almost lush yet the finale is precise.2018+.”
Score: 90/100 - Burghound- Jun. 2015

2012 VINTAGE
"This is at once more complex and offers a bit more Chablis character as well
with its refined nose of citrus, pear, algae and soft wood nuances. The seductively
textured flavors offer more minerality as weel along a saline element on the dry,
punchy and refreshing finish. This should drink well young but offer 4 to 6 years of
development potential too if desired."
Score : 89/100 Burghound.com – Jun. 2014
Score : 90/100 Burgundy 2012 - Special Report - Tim Atkin

2011 VINTAGE
"An amazing and powerful wine complex with spicy notes, hence it loses
some of its typical character. A few years of cellaring are absolutely necessary to help
him tame the vanilla."
Score : 16,5/20 Vinum – Sep. 2013

"Here too there are notes of oyster shell but then the aromatic profile
changes to one of citrus, algae and stone. There is good richness to the energetic,
well-detailed and mineral inflected flavors that possess an interesting contrast
between the relatively creamy mid-palate and a crisp finish. 2015+"
Score: 89/100 Burghound - Jun. 2013

2010 VINTAGE
"Toasty oak on the nose and palate. Elegant, crisp, round fruit and textured
palate. It has a lovely mineral finish. Long and concentrated with a steely minerality.
Drink 2012-2022"
Score 16.33/20
Decanter – Jul. 2012
"Very green, juicy nose. Very correct and reticent and succulent."
Score 16.33/20 Jancis Robinson – Feb. 2012

